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INTRODUCTION 

BY almost all accounts, the Gulf War air campargn was the most successful 

demonstration of arr power In history. In just 43 days of combat, air operations 

isolated and tncapacitated the Iraqi command structure, severely degraded their 

military production, virtually destroyed the Iraqi Air Force, and slgnlficantly reduced the 

overall combat effectiveness of the Iraqi Army In the Kuwaltr Theater of Operations 

(KTO) ’ Not surprisingly, the official post-war assessment by the House Armed 

Services committee (the “Aspln Report”) stated rn Its number one findtng: “The 

declsrve factor in the war with Iraq was the air campaign. ..‘I2 

In the aftermath of Desert Storm, many claimed that much of the success of 

the air campaign was due to the unprecedented degree of “unity of command” and 

“unity of effort” made possible by several legislative and doctrinal changes enacted 

since Vietnam 3 Previous air campaigns had been bedeviled by InterservIce 

squabbling and drsjomted, often uncoordmated efforts ’ Prior to the Gulf War, 

however, the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganlzatlon Act of 1985 

strengthened the hand of the war fighting Commanders-in-Chief (CINCs) as well as 

the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), at the expense of the services 

Addltronally, the 1986 release of Jomt Chiefs of Staff Publication 26 (JCS Pub 26) 

finally codfled the posltron of the Joint Force Air Component Commander (JFACC) 

Together, these documents were intended to ensure air campaigns would be centrally 

run by a single functronal commander, responsible only to the theater CINC 

Furthermore, centralized authority would ensure that inevitable disputes between the 

various partlclDants would be settled ratronally, based on theater-wide war fighting 



requirements rather than indrvrdual service desires? Those who developed Goldwater- 

Nichols and JCS Pub 26 were thus attempting to guarantee informed, purposive 

decision-making in the conduct of the campaign, along the lines of Graham AllIson’s 

classic conceptual Model I! The overwhelming success of Desert Storm arr 

operations implies they succeeded. 

Unfortunately, that’s not what actually happened. Despite the extensive effort 

to ensure optimized decrsron-making and strict ratronallty, tradltronal bureaucratrc 

politics nevertheless played the dominant role In the development, conduct and 

assessment of the air campargn during the Gulf War Most key decisions were not 

“made”, so to speak, but rather “emerged” from an Intense competition between the 

players, who took strong positions in support of their rnstltutional views and 

organizational interests. To prove this point--that the Gulf War air campaign can best 

be understood within the context of AllIson’s bureaucratic politics model (Model lll)-- 

this paper begins by looking briefly at the views of the various players prior to the start 

of the Gulf crisis It then discusses how the polrttcs--at the theater level--played out in 

the planning, the execution, and the critical day-to-day evaluation of the results of the 

air campaign Finally, It concludes by examrnrng what might have been different (and 

perhaps better) about the campaign had a more consistent, reasoned decision-maklng 

process applied 

THE BACKGROUND-SERVICE VIEWS ON AIR POWER 

Prior to the Gulf War, all four services possessed abundant air assets’ 
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Unfortunately, thev also held very different views--stemming from their historical 

experiences and doctrinal beliefs--on how that air power ought to be applied In war 

Goldwater-Nichols and JCS Pub 26 had muted but not ended the long-running debate. 

True, service staffs and service chiefs could no longer Interfere directly wrth a CINC’s 

plans, and “jomtness” was the new watchword for mrlrtary operations. However, as 

Allison might have predicted, service prejudices, traditions and doctrine could still 

powerfully Influence a theater campaign. 

For the Air Force, long the major advocate of centralized control, enshrinement 

of the JFACC concept in joint doctrine was the culmmatron of 43 years of bureaucratic 

effort.’ Within the Air Force, air power zealots saw the JFACC as the means by 

which the Air Force would nghtfully dominate the plannrng and execution of all future 

air campaigns The other services were understandably resistant to the concept of 

centralized control In general and the JFACC rn particular The Navy, traditionally 

focused on waging a virtually Independent war at sea, was wary of a theater air 

commander wlthout maritime experience ’ Additionally, the Navy’s concept of arr 

warfare, based on Independent operations of carrier task forces, was essentially 

decentralized, as opposed to the Air Force’s faith In massed, centralized operations 

The Army, though not opposed to the JFACC concept In pnncrpte, had serious 

disagreements with the Air Force over the role of air power in theater war Army 

“AIrLand Battle” doctrine envrsconed a much greater degree of land commander control 

over picking “deep” targets (and a far more subordinate role for air power) than the Air 

Force was wrllrng to concede ” However, of all the services, the Marine Corps was 



clearly the most resistant to the JFACC concept. The Marines saw their air assets as 

an mdrspensable part of an indrvrsrble “air-ground team”. They continually denied the 

authority of the JFACC (referring to the posltion as an “air coordinator” rather than a 

functional “air commander”“), and fiercely opposed the idea that there could be 

circumstances where their organic air assets would not remarn drrectly tied to the 

Marine Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) ‘* Upon publication of JCS Pub 26, the 

Mannes had quickly forced through the joint doctrine process an ambiguous 

compromise, the so-called “Omnrbus Agreement”, whrch sought to specify when and 

how much Marine air mrght be available to the JFACC 

Thus, on the eve of the Gulf War, despite a veneer of jorntness engendered by 

Goldwater-Nichols, traditional bureaucratic service nvafnes still rematned--as military 

analyst Rick Atkinson pomted out In Crusade “Rivalry rn the U S. mrhtary was bred in 

the bone, and It would ever be thus “13 Unfortunately, these traditional tensions were 

further exacerbated as the Cold War ended and service budgets declined In the 

coming conflict, each servrce would seek to showcase Its own role and usefulness.” 

PLANNJNG THE AIR CAMPAIGN 

Given this background, It IS not surpnsrng that from the start of the cnsrs 

planning for the air campaign degenerated from a rational into a bureaucratic 

approach Followmg a key tenet of bureaucratrc politics--that “the first position on the 

street has the advantage” ” --the Air Force quickly proposed a concept for a 

centralized, offensive air campaign Slgnrfrcantly, this initiative came not from the 
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JFACC, whose job It was to plan and execute the air campargn, but from the Air Staff 

In WashIngton? Their gameplan, known as Instant Thunder, envrsloned an 

overwhelming strategic arr campaign centered on Baghdad, using all available assets 

orchestrated by the JFACC. With few other offensrve options avariable at the time, 

Instant Thunder was approved In principle by both the CJCS, General Powell, and the 

theater CINC, General Schwarzkopf, wrthrn two weeks of the Iraqi mvasron of Kuwait. 

Significantly, this was well before any of the other services had had an opportunrty to 

provide much Input.” Consequently, the Air Force plan, and Air Force planners”, 

would remam dominant throughout the campaign. 

To further enforce their vision, the Air Force planners on the JFACC staff used 

a number of bureaucratic “strcks and carrots”. The primary day-to-day planning and 

management tool, the Air Tasking Order, or ATO, was produced by the Air Force’s 

Tactical Air Control Center In order to lessen the very real possrbrlrty of fratricide, all 

sorties over land (except helicopters) had to be listed in the daily AT0 Therefore, at 

least In theory, all sorttes were Subject to JFACC approval Additionally, the distances 

In the Gulf were great To reach virtually all targets requrred in-flight refueling--and the 

Air Force owned and controlled the tankers Finally, as Allison’s Model Ill highlights, 

personalrty played a key role The man most responsrble for the nuts and boits 

plannrng of the air campaign--Air Force Bngadrer General Buster Glosson--was a 

skilled and experienced bureaucratic operator. According to Atkinson, “Those he 

could neither command nor charm, he often outwitted I*” 

The Air Force thus gained and maintained a srgnrficant advantage In the 
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development of the campaign However, the long, stx-month piannrng effort left ample 

opportunities for the other services to force modrftcatrons more palatable to therr 

mstrtutronal Interests. Paradoxically, rt was the personairtres of the top leadership that 

left the door open General Schwarzkopf believed that successful warfare was 

decentralized--he gave each of hrs commanders a “slice of the desert”?0 And, 

according to the defmrtrve postwar assessment of the arr campaign, The Gulf War Air 

Power Survey, the JFACC, Air Force Lieutenant General Horner, used his broad 

authority “with sufficient drscretron to get hrs job done whrle maintammg good relations 

with the other services and the allres.“2’ Rather than force top-down decisrons, he 

generally refused to make any service do anything It drd not want to do? Thus 

power was to a large extent shared rather than centralized The resuit was a number 

of push-pull compromises, based on each servrce’s war fighting concepts, which 

eventually came to shape planntng for the campaign nearly as much as the Air 

Force’s mrtral vlsron 

Given the strong high-level support, the other services could not hope to 

fundamentally alter the general concept of the air campargn They did, however, 

achieve a number of modifications through negotratron The Navy, with its component 

commander afloat In the Gulf, consrstently found itself outranked during the 

bureaucratic struggles at Central Command Headquarters In Rryadh 23 Naval planners 

therefore followed another pnncrple of bureaucratic polltIcs--that “half a loaf IS better 

than none” Coctnnally obsessed with protecting the fleet (despite a neglrgrble Iraqi 

naval threat;, the Navy demanded and got control over all fleet defense sorties C n 



other matters, however, they accepted a “team player, not team captain” roIe.24 The 

Marines, citing the Omnibus agreement, agreed to provrde sortres m&ally for JFACC 

tasking, yet wrthheld at least half for planned eventual use by the MAGTF 25 And the 

Army, in order to preserve attack helrcopters for use during the ground war, refused to 

allow their tasking by the JFACC during the air campatgn26 but did consent (at least 

mltrally) to JFACC use of the Army Tactical Mrssrle System (ATACMS).27 By virtue of 

these negotiations, each of the component forces In the Gulf served Its own 

organizational self-interest while at the same time participating In the air campaign, 

albeit to a more lrmrted extent than the tnrtral plan had called for 

A final blow to the coherence of the plan came from the CINC himself, just two 

days before the start of the war. In a well-publicized eruption, Schwarzkopf demanded 

that B-52 attacks on Iraqi Republican Guard commence at the very begtnnrng of the 

campaign.29 With the strong support of the Army and Mannes he also directed that 

greater attention be given early on to Iraqi forces In the KTC After SIX months of 

detailed preparation, the planners scrambled to make these srgnrfrcant changes 

happen in time 

As a result of all this maneuvering, the final versron of the arr campaign plan 

looked much different than what any of the participants, or the leadership, would have 

delrberately chosen. ‘Nhrle still bearing a strong resemblance to Instant Thunder, the 

now-dtluted strategic portion of the plan no longer possessed the complete 

concentration lnltlally envIsIoned by the Air Force Too many potentral sortres had 

been skimmed off or wlthheld by the other services On the other hand, the design 
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was not decentralized or flextble enough to suit the other services, either. If you 

wanted to fly, you had to be in the ATO, and the AT0 process did not respond well to 

fast-changing situations on the ground or at sea. In truth, the air camcalgn design 

was far less a top-down, rational picture than post-war assessments have painted. 

EXECUTION OF THE AIR CAMPAIGN 

If bureaucratlc politics played a key role m the development of the air campaign 

plan, It was an even more critical determinate of how the campargn was conducted 

Disputes between the services arose early and often These disputes, as Alllson 

pointed out long ago, inevitably spnng from the different perceptions and pnontles of 

reasonable men?’ The resultant conflict and bargaining slgnlficantly shaped the 

executron of the air campaign 

Air Force planners, using their dominant position on the JFACC staff and the 

leverage provided by the ATO, attempted to stay true to the visron of a centralrzed, 

decisive strategic air campaign before turning to “preparation of the battlefield” to pave 

the way for the subsequent ground war The other services didn’t see It that way The 

Navy maintained control of significant carrier sorties-40 to 50%-- throughout the war 

for fleet defense 3o Addltlonally, naval commanders continually sought to strike targets 

cntlcal to mantlme warfare (such as Iraqi port facilities and Silkworm anti-ship mrsslle 

sites) which USAF planners felt were unimportant to the overall theater campaign 31 

Nevertheless, hostage to USAF tanker support to reach targets in Iraq from the 

carriers posltroned offshore, and hoptng to turn rn the best possible performance rn a 



campaign It was Ill-equipped to wage3’, the Navy generally worked within the JFACC 

centraltzed taskmg.33 The Marines, on the other hand, admittedly “gamed the AT0 

process”.34 Citing the Cmnrbus Agreement, they almost immediately began to withdraw 

sortres (eventually 35%) to bomb the targets they wanted to bomb, in front of the 

Manne divisions they wanted to support3’ This suboptimization forced General 

Horner to make tradeoffs in order to get any Marine support for deeper operations 36 

The strategic portron of the air campaign, while tndrsputably effective, was thus diluted 

By far the most contentious Issues, however, were between the JFACC and his 

USAF planners, and the ground commanders. As the Army’s offrcral postwar 

assessment, Certain V~ctorv, pointed out. “Preparing for the ground battle brought to 

the forefront longstanding cultural differences between the Air Force and the Army.“37 

Army corps commanders, concerned with going through the breech, wanted heavy 

bombing of the Iraqi frontlrne infantry divisions. Furthermore, they wanted to pick the 

targets The JFACC, on the other hand, was responding to CINC direction by 

concentrating pressure on the Pepublrcan Guard, deployed far to the rear, and 

continuing the strategic air campaign Addrtlonally, air planners insisted that “deep” 

targeting was their turf They could do the best job of selecting targets to prepare the 

battlefield 38 Interestingly, during thus dispute Army staff officers felt they were in a 

drsadvantageous bureaucratic position, because the JFACC could go directly to the 

CINC whereas the senior Army commander, General Yeosock, lacked access. He 

had to compete with the other major ground elements--the Arab Command and the 

Marines---or General Schwarzkopf’s attention 3g The result was Schwarzkopf’s 



establishment of a “Joint Targeting Board”, charred by the Deputy CINC, Army 

General Wailer. While this bureaucratic forum did see to the ground commanders 

Interests, it also diluted the JFACC’s authority and diffused the air effort? Fewer 

sorties than mltrally planned were flown against the Republican Guard (which the 

CINC himself had designated an Iraqi “center of gravity”), and the strategic campaign 

vrrtually ceased, while In retrospect far more sorties than necessary struck the 

conscript frontlme Iraqi divisions 41 

A final JFACC-Army Issue, near the very end of the war, also had a big impact. 

According to the Gulf War Air Power Survev: 

To avoid JFACC control, XVIII Airborne Corps advanced the FSCL [the Fire 
Support Coordination Line--a line on the campaign maps insrde which, to avoid 
fnendly fire accidents, the ground commander, not the JFACC, controlled all 
sorttes] well north of the Euphrates River on 27 February and thus reserved an 
area for attack helicopter operations unconstrained by any requirement to 
coordinate with the JFACC. The effect of this use of the FSCL was to hamper 
air power’s ability to destroy escapmg Iraqi ground forces until the FSCL was 
finally pulled back after several hours 42 

6y some estimates, this bureaucratic maneuver (and a similar one by the Army’s VII 

Corps) allowed two dlvrsrons of the Republtcan Guard to escape destructron from the 

air during the Iraqi retreat 43 

In the end, though the air campaign was undoubtedly highly successful, none of 

the players was partrcularly pleased with the way it was waged Key deasrons tended 

to evolve from conflict between the partlcrpants Seldom were they made rationally, 

from the perspectrve of what was best for the overall effort. 
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ASSESSING THE AIR CAMPAIGN 

Bureaucratic politics, both within the theater and between P,iyadh and 

Washington, also marred the continual effort to assess the progress of the air 

campaign Battle Damage Assessment, or BDA, was particularly cntical In the Gulf 

War, for the CINC planned to start the ground campaign only after air power had 

reduced the Iraqi forces by 50% throughout the theater 44 Schwarzkopf therefore put 

the Army in charge of the assessment effort? BDA quickly became the measure of 

effectiveness of the air campaign. With the Army responsible for evaluating the Air 

Force’s progress, rn a procedure that was more art than science, what should have 

been an lmmmently ratlonal process quickly degenerated into bureaucratic squabbling 

The Army, determined to be conservative, continually changed their assessment 

formulas, while the JFACC staff negotiated vociferously for kill cntena and Inputs 

which they felt more accurately reflected the real impact of the air effort No decrslon 

was ever final, and assessments of remaining Iraqi effectiveness changed 

continually 46 

Added to the mix was the on-going dispute between Schwarzkopf’s 

headquarters, Central Command (CENTCOM), and the national-level lntelllgence 

players with a stake In the issue The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and the 

Sentral lntelllgence Agency (CIA;1 issued BCA assessments to the President and the 

CJCS which senously contradicted those of the In-theater analvsts and angered the 

CINC CIA and DIA, approachrng the issue from a different perspective, used different 

formulas, cntena, and technical means of assessing the damage than CENTCOM The 
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national agencies were determrned to avoid the “lrght at the end of the tunnel” 

syndrome that had characterized field reports during Vietnam. In addrtron, some 

suspected, they were anxious to preserve then reputations should the ground war go 

badly.47 As Schwarzkopf himself later said, “If we’d warted to convince the CIA, we’d 

still be in Saudi Arabra”48 According to Atkinson, “Underlying the dispute was a 

struggle for control between two bureaucratic organrzatrons, a turf battle exacerbated 

by the mevrtable fnctron between a field headquarters and Washington.‘&’ 

In the end the Army (specrhcally a friend of Schwarzkopf?) literally brokered 

the process, operating on the theory that rf they “angered both srdes in the debate 

equally, perhaps the EDA was close to the mark? It worked, but it was a far cry 

from the inherently rational process that assessment should have been. There was 

just too much at stake for the various players. 

CONCLUSION 

Despite laws, rules, and doctrine developed since Vietnam to ensure rationality 

rn the conduct of mrlltary operations, it was familiar bureaucratic polrtrcs that drove 

decrsron-making throughout the Desert Storm air campaign While the Goldwater- 

Nichols legislation and accompanying joint doctrine reforms brought an increase in 

Jomtness, and provided the mechanism for centralized decision-making, there was no 

corresponding effort to alter tradrtlonal service cultures 52 Furthermore, those handed 

the broad authority to exercise top-down decision-making, specifically the CINC and 

the JFACC, were by personality not Inclined to use It fully As a result, as Allison’s 
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Model III predicted, the development, executron, and assessment of the air campaign 

were largely determined by bureaucratic polrtical tactics. Deasrons evolved more from 

access, influence, bargaining, and personality, reflecting the stands of the tndivrdual 

services, than from rational choice based on theater consrderations as a whole In 

consequence, the plan was diluted, the campaign itself lost some focus, and the 

assessment, if not flawed, was far from analytically consistent. Had a more reasoned 

approach applied, the strategic portton of the air campaign might have been 

prosecuted more aggressrvely and not terminated so soons3 More of the Republican 

Guard might have been destroyed. And there would have been less wasteful “overkill” 

on the conscnpt infantry drvrsrons manning the Iraqi front lines. 

On the whole, however, the bureaucratic maneuvenng and continual 

compromising actually had surpnsrngly little effect on the success of the air campaign. 

The Gulf War Arr Power Survev explains why- 

The superabundance of Coalition aircraft, the absence of serious opposltlon tn 
the arr or effective attack against coalition arr bases, and the ability of the 
Coalition to choose the trmrng of the war’s beginning all meant that neither the 
theater commander nor the JFACC ever had to make hard choices in less 
favorable circumstances They never, for example, had to strip Marines of arr 
support provided by Manne aircraft, they never had to endanger the fleet by 
leaving it wrth less than full air defenses in the face of Iraqi air attack, they 
never had to pull air cover from the soldiers of an ally In the face of enemy 
attack ” 

In short, during the Gulf War we fought “big” but not necessanlv “smart”. While the 

air campatgn was undoubtedly far more coherent than previous air operations, thanks 

to bureaucratic politics rt stall lacked complete unity of effort. Next time we may not 

have that luxury 
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